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Katia Veles
Katia Veles

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Female

Age: 44
Zodiac Sign: Capricorn

Family (or Creators): Siegfried Veles: Father (Deceased) Katerine Veles: Mother Age: 78
Height: 5'4“
Weight: 115 lbs
Bra Size: C

Organization: IPG
Occupation: Warden, Interrogator

Rank: Rear Admiral
Current Placement: Warden of Abjection

Katia Veles in Roleplay

Katia Veles is a NPC adopted by Thekrimsonwulf1) and is currently involved in the IPG plot.
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'4” Mass: 115 lbs Measurements: 32-27-35 Bra Size: C

Build and Skin Colour: Katia is shapely, as well as toned due to her strict regime in regards to keeping
her body in tip, top shape. Her skin coloration is milky pale.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: Katia has classic Female European good looks and still appears in her
late twenties, pale pink lips, and cat shaped ruby red eyes. The eye color is due to the cybernetic eyes
she has.

Hair Colour and Style: Her hair is sunkissed blond kept to the middle of her back in length. Naturally
her hair has light curls.

Distinguishing Features: Due to her status, Katia has undergone some cybernetic upgrades. These
include the standard Operator Cybernetics, as well as having her arms replaced with cybernetic variants.
Her heart is also of cybernetic make. Despite having cybernetic eyes, she also has an affinity for glasses
and tends to wear them.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Katia has been called many things. Cruel, Sadistic, uncaring, calculating and intelligent to
name a few that are true. She is a product of her environment, and takes pleasure in her work. She
however does not show this pleasure, instead keeping a usually neutral facade' which she uses to
enhance the effect of what she does. She is a perfectionist in her job, and will do the upmost to ensure
she “gets all the screams out” of anyone unlucky enough to be in her prison, and in her interrogation and
torture rooms.

Katia is not shy about killing, and will do so outright if she sees a traitor, someone useless, and those
poor unfortunate souls she interrogates that are of no longer any use. She has learned much form her
cousin, the good Admiral Veles, and employs what she has learned to make her work all the more
effective.

While she is what she is, she also has quite the keen, and cunning intellect. She will use someone if it
benefits her work, and the Imperium. She can reward loyalty, and usually does as this also has the added
effect of garnering respect in conjunction with the aura of fear she emits. To those who fail her, well…you
usually never see them again. And if you do, then it is as a lesson to not fail, and screw up.

Likes: The DIoN, Classical Music, Fencing, Interrogation, Chocolate, Wine Dislikes: The Inept, The Un-
Patriotic, Arrogance Goals: To Protect, and Better Neplesia

History
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Pre-RP

Katia was born into a life of privilege. She had all the best tutors, all the best schooling money could buy
and everything she could ever want. However, Katia focused on her studies, as well as hobby of fencing
over baubles, jewelry and dresses. When she was sixteen, her parents arranged several encounters with
boys her own age to try and encourage their daughter to date, and find a match. Katia did not enjoy
these things, and instead made three of them run off, and a forth commit suicide as a result of
psychoanalysis and simple assumptions.

While she did not get along with a majority of her family due to her dark outlook, she however did with
her cousin, Ryan Veles. While the two did not speak often, they did have an understanding of each other.
Hence when the IPG was started, and after a military career, Ryan Veles asked his cousin to join his
cause, and to employ her skills for his use. Katia as it turns out agreed to do so. She was made Warden of
Abjection, a prison world in the DIoN.

Skills

Fighting

Katia has honed her body over years of rigorous training, and practice in the art of fighting. She is
proficient in hand to hand combat techniques,and is exceptional in terms of ranged weaponry such as
pistols, and rifles both energy based and solid rounds. However, her passion is swordplay, particularly
fencing. She is a gifted fencer, and takes this skill very seriously.

Medical

Knowing the body is essential in terms of interrogation. However, knowing your medical supplies,
instruments and so on is as well. To this end, Katia has studied her medicines, drugs, and instruments.
Knowing what does what in regards to 'drug cocktails' and so on.

Humanities

Psychology, Sociology and Philosophy were all subjects she studied and was tutored in. She has
expanded this knowledge, and added on to it.

Leadership

Katia, being a warden, as well as Rear Admiral knows the role of leadership quite well. She is also a
capable strategist, including her position in the IPG is quite capable, and up to date on her intelligence
gather skills.
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Communication

Katia is quite capable of speaking her native language of Trade, and Yamataian quite fluently. She is also
competent writing these, and operating radios and so on using these languages.

Inventory

Finances

Katia Veles is currently a Rear Admiral in the ipg. She receives a weekly salary of -salary- per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
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